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ABSTRACT: The activity focus of the Working Party during 2003 was on assisting IPENZ with the
development of the post-earthquake register of engineers and continuing to promote the need for
critical facility operators to establish priority response agreements with earthquake engineering
professionals.

In looking at the inter-relationships associated with the register and priority response agreements, the
need to define the relationship between the Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM) sector
and earthquake engineering professionals has come into sharper focus.  The CDEM Act 2002 and the
formation of regional CDEM groups provide both the platform and the requirement for this issue to be
addressed.  The Working Party has therefore been placing an emphasis on putting its initiatives into an
appropriate CDEM context.  In December 2003 the Working Party and IPENZ established a new
strategic working group with the Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management (MCDEM)
and the Association of Consulting Engineers NZ (ACENZ) to progress this.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Working Party was formed in 1996 to follow on from the predecessor study group that had
produced the Building Safety Evaluation guidelines (NZSEE, 1998).  The original objectives of the
Working Party were:

 Promote awareness at Central and Local Government level of the need to have co-
ordinated plans for mobilising and co-ordinating technical personnel;

 Promote awareness of the need to compile standard procedures for key post-
earthquake technical and regulatory activities; and

 Contribute to the compilation of these procedures.

The Working Party and its members have participated in a number of activities towards these
objectives since its establishment.

The activity focus of the Working Party during 2003 was on assisting IPENZ with the development of
the post-earthquake register of engineers and continuing to promote the need for critical facility
operators to establish priority response agreements with earthquake engineering professionals.

There has also been considerable progress with the development of training for engineers seeking to
become involved in Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) activities.  While not specifically related to the
Working Party activities, the origins of USAR in New Zealand are directly related to the NZSEE
Reconnaissance scheme.
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The members of the Working Party during 2003 were:

David Brunsdon (convener) Kestrel Group Ltd

Hans Brounts Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management

James Dance New Zealand Fire Service

John Gardiner IPENZ

Andrew King GNS

David Middleton EQC

Richard Sharpe Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner

Bruce Shephard Seismic Consultants Ltd

Euan Smith Victoria University of Wellington

Rian van Schalkwyk Greater Wellington Regional Council Emergency Management

Peter Wood Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management

The continuing contribution of the members of the Working Party and others from related committees
is gratefully acknowledged.

2 POST-EARTHQUAKE REGISTER OF ENGINEERS

The Working Party has encouraged and assisted IPENZ to create a register of engineers for emergency
response.  This register is primarily aimed at enabling the rapid deployment of additional engineers
from outside an affected region to support immediate impact assessment activities.  The register is a
national concept that requires regional linkages such as Engineering Co-ordinators in the metropolitan
centres to be effective in a post-earthquake situation (NZSEE, 2002).

In 2002, IPENZ included a tick box option in their annual subscription form for any member of
IPENZ to express their interest in becoming involved in such a register.  Approximately 130 IPENZ
members responded to this invitation from a range of technical disciplines, and with a reasonable
regional representation.  There were however not many from the larger consultancies, and very few
were NZSEE members.  This year the Working Party has specifically drawn the attention of NZSEE
members to the register, and as a result approximately 30 members have expressed their interest.

Significant progress has been made with the creation of the database in recent months.  The register is
being developed as a two-level web-based resource to operate under the control of IPENZ.  Due to the
privacy requirements, some information will be restricted to all except IPENZ and the Engineering
Co-ordinators.  All members will however be able to perform searches on the register, providing a
useful tool both in encouraging participation in relevant courses and awareness of the register.  Non-
IPENZ NZSEE members will be able to be included on the database.  The key information to be
recorded alongside each member of the register is his or her recent training relevant to emergency
response.  IPENZ will update individual records at regular intervals to reflect training courses that
have been completed.

The Register is being structured to record both general and specific emergency management training
experiences relevant to engineers and associated professions.  Training such as First Aid and the Co-
ordinated Incident Management System (CIMS) is of a general nature, whereas training in building
safety evaluation processes and in urban search and rescue relates to specific skills.  Some such as
First Aid require regular and formal revalidation.
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A listing of the courses currently considered for inclusion in the register database is shown below,
noting that others will be included as work in this area progresses:

General Response Training Specific Skill Training
• CDEM Overview (0.5 day)

• Eng. Co-ordinator (0.5 day)

• First Aid (2 days)

• CIMS Level 2 (1 day)

• Building Safety Evaluation (1 day)

• USAR Awareness (2 days)

• USAR Level 1 Engineer (1 day)

• USAR Level 2 Engineer(2 days)

The courses shown in italics are under development.  First Aid, CIMS and USAR Awareness courses
are available in each region through various providers (contact CDEM Group Emergency
Management Offices via the regional councils).  Contact the author for information regarding USAR
Engineer courses.

Signing up to the Register implies a commitment to undertake new training courses and to
update/refresh existing courses as appropriate.  A suggested minimum requirement is for participants
on the register to attend at least one general training workshop or course every 2 years.

The functional nature of the Post-earthquake Register and Priority Response Agreements (PRAs) and
their interaction will change and evolve.  For example, at present, there are few formal PRAs in place,
and therefore there will be a greater initial emphasis on the Register.  Once PRAs become more
commonplace, there is expected to be less dependence upon the Register as a means of rapidly
mobilising engineering resources.

It is however emphasised that the register does not yet exist in any operational way.  An application
form for formal registration is being developed in conjunction with the database, along with an
information pack.

The register has been promoted by the Working Party as an element of specific direct need with regard
to earthquake considerations.  The strategic intention had been to subsequently encourage the
engineering profession through IPENZ to develop appropriate linkages with the CDEM sector across
all hazards, as appropriate to the new CDEM environment.  While it is generally agreed that
earthquake is the only scale of event to need immediately at-hand register for use inside and outside
the affected region, lesser events (e.g. a large scale landslide in an urban area) give rise to real
difficulties with respect to contacting technical personnel in an after-hours context.  There is a poor
connection between engineers and emergency services typically, and not many Councils have robust
contact arrangements.  This supports the view that the Register should be widened from post-
earthquake to being an emergency register.

3 RESPONSE OF ENGINEERS FOLLOWING A MAJOR EARTHQUAKE

NZSEE, IPENZ and ACENZ have recently been placing emphasis on getting engineers to think
specifically how they would respond after a major earthquake affecting their region, both individually
and within a consulting practice context.

Emphasis needs to be given to the responsibility of professional engineers to think through their ability
to contribute in a disaster situation, along with their personal response steps and associated personal
preparedness.  This consideration needs to be given both to being inside an affected region and also
outside an affected region.  A summary of the issues that engineers should take into account when
planning their response is summarised in document prepared in October 2003 by NZSEE and IPENZ,
as appended to this paper.

ACENZ have recently prepared an Emergency Management Practice Note for its member
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organisations which outlines the CDEM context and the preparedness measures that each business
leader should give specific consideration to.  This covers general planning information and
recommended specific internal and external arrangements.

4 BUILDING SAFETY EVALUATION

The Working Party has agreed that having all structural engineers in New Zealand familiar with the
building safety evaluation procedures represents an appropriate vision to pursue, and that work on
promoting the procedures and preparing and delivering training courses is core business for NZSEE.

A pilot training course on the Building Safety Evaluation procedures recommended by NZSEE had
been delivered for the Building Officials Institute of New Zealand (BOINZ) in November 2002.  It has
been agreed with BOINZ that the ideal form of training course would be one that was delivered jointly
to a mixed audience of building control officials and structural engineers and related professionals.
Planning for the production of such a course is proceeding with BOINZ.

The Working Party is mindful that the NZSEE building safety evaluation procedures document,
although dated 1998, was based on work undertaken in 1995 and 1996, and should be the subject of a
review of its currency.

5 URBAN SEARCH AND RESCUE

2003 has been another year of significant progress for the national USAR Project being led by
MCDEM and the NZ Fire Service.  New Zealand now has three fully operational Task Forces (each
with a minimum of 32 persons) trained to the international USAR Medium level.  Each of the teams is
capable of working independently or combining as a single operational unit.  There are also now three
local Registered Response Teams in New Zealand, located in Christchurch, Nelson and Waitakere
City.

In October, the Level 1 USAR Engineer training course was completed by Des Bull and the author, and
a pilot course successfully delivered to eight engineers from across the upper North Island.  This
course is open to professional engineers across all disciplines and levels of experience from graduate
level and above, and is intended to be progressively delivered in main centres and other locations over
the next two years.  All technical disciplines are encouraged to undertake this course, with the
involvement of geotechnical engineers being seen as highly desirable.  This course has also attracted
considerable interest across the Tasman, with the Australian Earthquake Engineering Society taking a
similar pro-active approach to NZSEE in promoting this to a wider technical audience.  Work is now
proceeding to prepare the more advanced Level 2 USAR Engineer course, which is aimed at
experienced structural engineers capable of working with Task Force Technicians in confined spaces.

NZSEE Management Committee member Craig Stevenson recently participated in the Task Force
support course and 72 hour USAR Technician exercise, and is the first engineer to be assigned to the
Auckland-based task force NZ-TF3.

A specific form of contract of engagement for engineers assigned to Task Forces has been agreed with
the New Zealand Fire Service.

6 DEVELOPING A CONSISTENT INTERFACE BETWEEN CDEM & PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERS

In looking at the inter-relationships associated with the register and priority response agreements, the
need to define the relationship between the Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM) sector
and earthquake engineering professionals has come into sharper focus.  The CDEM Act 2002 and the
formation of regional CDEM groups provide both the platform and the requirement for this issue to be
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addressed.  The Working Party has been working with IPENZ to promote the need for a consistent
interface between CDEM agencies and professional engineers.

Each regional CDEM Group is currently preparing a formal new plan, and the Ministry of Civil
Defence & Emergency Management is commencing a process to prepare the new National CDEM
Plan.  NZSEE member Peter Wood is leading the preparation of the National CDEM Plan.  At both
national and regional levels, consideration is being given to appropriate means of engagement with
key technical resource groups such as professional engineers.

The appearance of NZSEE and IPENZ as Strategic Stakeholders and Key Organisations respectively
in the Auckland CDEM Group Plan has raised practical questions about how this interface should
work at a regional level.

Many professional engineers work actively in Risk Reduction on a day-to-day basis, applying design
codes to mitigate the adverse effects of hazard events.  Similarly, engineers would probably function
adequately if suitably directed during the Recovery phase following a major disaster.  But to be able to
function effectively in the Immediate Response phase, engineers require an understanding of CDEM
arrangements and an appropriate degree of prior engagement with CDEM.  Accordingly, there needs
to be a defined framework and appropriate Readiness process established by CDEM agencies in
conjunction with the engineering profession.

The building safety evaluation process is a prime example of where immediate engineering input is
required following a major physical event.  Although technically oriented, this is actually a multi-
agency process requiring organisation by Building Control Officials, with fieldwork undertaken by
experienced engineers and other building professionals.  All are working to provide the CDEM
Controller and the general public with vital information on the immediate habitability or otherwise of
buildings in the affected area.  Few of the players are however familiar with their roles in this essential
process.

General technical resources

CDEM Groups should ideally have a ‘technical resources’ grouping of key people to address the
Readiness aspects of resourcing the response to significant events – ensuring pre-planned access to
key technical advisers and equipment etc.  There is a corresponding requirement at national level.

This aspect of Readiness and Response is typically handled differently across the regions and main
centres.  Some CDEM Groups/ agencies have addressed this via database listing and selected key
personal contacts.  This would appear to be more effectively handled via a structured Technical
Liaison Committee, Technical Advisory Group or similar.

The Engineering component

The ‘technical resources’ grouping suggested above should have a defined engineering component.
This is notably absent from most regions currently.

Metropolitan centres need more robust arrangements for rapid response to major events such as
earthquake.  These centres would benefit from a specific Engineering Liaison Committee or the like,
which should ideally be headed by an Engineering Co-ordinator (as previously proposed as part of the
Post-earthquake Register).  The role of the Engineering Co-ordinator should clearly be wider than just
earthquake considerations, and could include:

- Participation in annual CDEM Group hazard & risk updates/ briefing sessions

- Meeting annually with the CDEM Group Emergency Management Officer to update re-
sponse arrangements, and with engineers who would assume key response roles

- Meeting with a wider range of interested engineers to inform them of relevant activities
across the 4Rs and training and participation opportunities.
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The frequency and structure of engagement is likely to be able to be less in smaller centres.

The desirable attributes for engineers who are to be involved in the regional engineer - CDEM
interface role are:

(i) Already motivated to be on the IPENZ register.

(ii) Good day-to-day connection with Asset Managers and/or the Emergency Services.

There is a corresponding need for an element of national co-ordination for engineers to provide a
linkage with the National CDEM Plan, and an overview and single point of contact relating to CDEM
matters.  At a national level there are established single points of contact for Lifelines Engineering and
Urban Search & Rescue.

The required time inputs and accountability aspects need further consideration.  There are also process
issues such as priority, liability, training and remuneration that should be worked through at a national
level rather than region by region.  The emphasis needs to be on sustainable mechanisms to ensure the
continuity of commitment.

7 NEXT STEPS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The Working Party is of the view that the broader objective of developing consistent interfaces
between professional engineers and the CDEM sector should be spearheaded by IPENZ rather than
NZSEE.  IPENZ have accepted this recommendation, and a new working group chaired by IPENZ
Deputy CEO John Gardiner with representation from ACENZ, MCDEM and the NZSEE Working
Party has been established.  This new group is tasked with working at both strategic and operational
levels to progress the development of the CDEM – Professional Engineering interface.

The NZSEE Working Party will maintain its focus on readiness and response aspects relating to major
earthquakes, and in particular the promotion and development of the Building Safety Evaluation
Procedures and associated training.

The critical need now in establishing regional relationships between engineers and CDEM is around
the provision of training information on emergency management aspects for those who have registered
their interest.

One of the initial tasks of the IPENZ-led group is to organise seminars to inform those engineers who
had expressed interest in being listed on the IPENZ register of engineers of developments with CDEM
and current and future training options.  These seminars will provide an overview of the CDEM
environment and mechanisms for involvement of engineers, along with information on relevant
training courses.  A demonstration of the register will be provided, as well as a description of how it
will operate, and discussion of how engineers should respond following a major event such as
earthquake.  The regional seminars will be aimed at CDEM representatives, asset managers and
critical facility operators in addition to engineers, and are being planned for delivery during 2004.

REFERENCES:

New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering, 1998.  Post-Earthquake Building Safety Evaluation
Procedures: Preparedness Checklist and Response Plan for Territorial Authorities, NZSEE, Wellington
www.nzsee.org.nz

New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering. 2002. The Response of Professional Engineers to a Major
Earthquake: Priority Response Agreements and a National Register of Engineers, www.nzsee.org.nz

http://www.nzsee.org.nz/
http://www.nzsee.org.nz/
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The Response of Professional Engineers
Following a Major Earthquake

Critical response tasks following a major earthquake commence immediately, and e
the months and years of the recovery process.  At every stage, engineers have cr
contribute.

Professional engineers and others from related technical disciplines each hav
responsibility to think through their ability to contribute to the response process 
occurs.  This summary document provides a context for such individual consideratio
generically how engineers should plan their response.  The concepts of Priority Resp
and the IPENZ Post-earthquake Register of Engineers are also introduced.

Post-earthquake Reality
The situation in the hours following a major earthquake can be characterised as follow
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fence and Emergency Management agencies and the Emergency Service
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Individual Responses in the Affected Area
The major demand for technical personnel of all backgrounds and disciplines must b
background of confusion and heavily disrupted infrastructure.  The commonly he
organisations will be able to get access to resources such as engineers “on the day”
stand up against the likely realities.

It is recommended that engineers in the affected region should respond initially alo
lines:

1. Engineers should help those around them.  If with family, they should attend
ate needs; if at work, ensure that colleagues are safe and receiving treatment i

2. Engineers with specified contractual or other response obligations (e.g. as m
teams, or as part of Priority Response Agreements between their consulting 
cal facilities) should do their best to get to the facility or organisation involve
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3. Consulting engineering principals and senior staff should seek to help their major clients.

4. Other engineers and technical resources would help at the community level through territorial
authorities.  This may involve providing general assistance with initial planning, logistics, etc
or with specific functions (eg. carrying out building safety evaluations for re-occupancy, and
posting placards denoting the status of damaged structures).  This would mean attending the
nearest Civil Defence Emergency Operations Centre and making their availability and exper-
tise known to the Controller or person in charge.

Getting to the sites of critical facilities, clients or Emergency Operations Centres may prove
impossible amid the chaos following a major earthquake.  Any efforts can only be on a ‘best
endeavours’ basis, and may see engineers assisting locally rather than where they are required in
theory to be.  All engineers, particularly civil and structural engineers, can be expected to help with
immediate safety advice and crowd control in their immediate areas.

Accordingly, all engineers need to be aware of the locations of CDEM Emergency Operations Centres
nearest to both their home and office.

Priority Response Agreements
All critical facilities agencies should have dependable access to designated technical personnel with
specific, pre-allocated response functions.  The primary mechanism proposed by NZSEE to ensure
this access is the Priority Response Agreement.  This is a written agreement or memorandum of
understanding between critical facilities agencies and (for example) consulting engineers, to carry out
immediate post-event safety inspections and impact assessments.  Consulting engineers are
encouraged to establish such agreements with any critical facility agencies with which they have an
association.

Engineers who are trained in urban search and rescue operations and are part of regional or national
teams are also effectively party to a priority contract.  Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) involves the
location, rescue and initial medical stabilisation of victims trapped following a structural collapse.
Engineers involved in USAR operations require specific training covering both technical and
emergency response aspects (refer to www.usar.govt.nz for more information).

Priority Response Agreements also have a wider relevance to any major emergency event affecting
critical facility or key clients and resulting in a need for rapid technical assistance.  In many ways, a
Priority Response Agreement seeks to formalise day-to-day working relationships.  More information
on Priority Response Agreements is provided in the NZSEE February 2002 Discussion Document
(available from www.nzsee.org.nz).

Post-earthquake Register of Engineers
The supply of engineers and relevant technical expertise in any affected area will be limited, so a Post-
earthquake Register of Engineers is also proposed, principally to enable Civil Defence Controllers to
quickly source additional expertise from outside the affected area.  The Register and Priority Response
Agreement mechanisms are intended to be complementary, and would be effective for other kinds of
emergencies (refer to the NZSEE Discussion Document for more information).

The post-earthquake register focuses on the critical first 48 hours when specific tasks need to be
undertaken and means of communications are limited.  The register will also be valuable into the
recovery phase, but is not designed to cover wider demands, as market mechanisms will rapidly
emerge.  In that situation, the Association of Consulting Engineers NZ (ACENZ) and IPENZ will play
key roles in matching supply with demand.

The key operating features of the proposed post-earthquake register of engineers are:

• Voluntary listing of experienced earthquake engineers – not competency based (although the
currency of relevant training is to be indicated).

http://www.usar.govt.nz/
http://www.nzsee.org.nz/
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• Response on a ‘best endeavours’ basis (likely availability at short notice is implicit in submit-
ting name for register, but response is not guaranteed)

• Available in a web-based version, in addition to separate searchable spreadsheets issued to all
regional CDEM Group Emergency Operations Centres

Outside the affected region, engineers (on the register or otherwise) who could help at short notice
would be encouraged to contact the Engineering Co-ordinators in unaffected main centres.

Engineering Co-ordinators
In the Post-earthquake Register, Engineering Co-ordinators will be designated in major centres to help
match the requests for assistance with available resources.  It is assumed that at least two Engineering
Co-ordinators will be available outside any given affected region.  It is intended that several engineers
would be trained as alternative co-ordinators in these and other centres, once suitable courses are
developed.

The two functions of the Engineering Co-ordinator are to identify the priority needs, and to obtain the
relevant engineering resources.  The Engineering Co-ordinator in the affected area will need to work
closely with the Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Controller to match their needs and
priorities with available resources.  They would also help allocate any available engineers in the
affected region (engineers who have reported in to the EOC).  The Engineering Co-ordinators in the
other regions would help mobilise additional resources, working off the national Register, and
including international contacts.

As the designated Engineering Co-ordinator in the affected region may not be available, this role
would initially be taken up by the first engineer(s) to arrive at the CDEM Group Emergency
Operations Centre.  General process familiarity amongst engineers will therefore be required, along
with Standard Operating Procedures for the register in each Emergency Operations Centre.

Preparedness Measures for Professional Engineers
Personal preparedness for emergency response involves various considerations.  Basic readiness,
reflecting the response hierarchy outlined on the first page, should include:

1. Discussing your possible emergency response involvement with your family.  This should be
taken into account in the family’s preparedness arrangements.

2. Discussing the expectations of your employer or senior manager with them.

3. Preparing a personal kit for travelling and working in difficult physical environments, which
could include high or low temperatures.

4. Considering the technical ‘tools of trade’ you might need or find useful.

Key Observations
There is a growing awareness in the emergency management sector of the many capabilities of
professional engineers in major emergency situations.  Engineers are seen as a strategic resource, and
this should be reinforced in the formal plans currently being developed by the Civil Defence
Emergency Management Groups in each region.

Individual engineers and their employers need to plan consciously for their potential technical and
leadership roles after a major earthquake or other emergency.  An essential first step for engineers is to
become familiar with the civil defence emergency management procedures that apply under the
CDEM Act.  Engineers must reach out towards emergency managers by learning about their
processes, and emergency managers need to reciprocate by providing meaningful information,
involvement and training opportunities.
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